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as having been located in the above   principle  of  non-
action.    The absolute dissolution of   the universe, which
means the disintegration of the universal nature, together
with the sensations of pleasure and pain, which are the out-
come of intellection, and the god Bramha who is the first
cause, and to  whose waking state is due the  continuance
of the universe, should also be located in the principle of
non-action mentioned above, which should be coupled with the
Mantra particularly sacred to it, and running as " Om  Ham
Hum Ham Hum Put to the thread which stands for the beati-
tude of non-action." Then the preceptor should draw it forth
by practising the Puraka form of Kumbhaka, and by" exhibit-
ing the Ankusharaudra, the mantra which would be  repeated
on the occasion being " Om Ham obeisance to the NivriUi
Ka!a Pasha."   Then he should carry up the same through
the   occult   nerve-ganglia  situate   at   the   lower part  of
his body, by   exhibiting the Samharmudra and;repeating
the Mantra which runs as " Om   Hum   Ham  Hrum  Hum
Fut to the Nivrtttikalapasha" (thread of the beatitude of
non-action).    Then the same   should be    projected   into
the receptacle  for the   sacrificial    fire,  by  exhibiting  the
Mudra known as the Udbhavamudra, and also by repeating
the abovesaid Mantra.    The   Nivritttkala thus  located in
the fire-hole, should be worshipped with the above Mantra,
and therein the oblation should be cast unto the same, with a
view to ensure its continuance.   The Tarpana should be
performed by offering three oblations.   The god  Brahma
should be invoked with the Mantra " Om Ham obeisance to
the god Brahma;" and the following prayer should be read
aloud #Qh Brahman I  I initiate this disciple in this world
over which yon hold sway.   May he attain salvation.   Dost
tboa be propitious, Oh lord t" The god of fate should be thus
spoken to, after which  the preceptor should  invoke  the
goddess Vagishvari with the Hrid-Mantra, who is the deity of
protection and makes   herself   manifest in the forms of

